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How to delete hidden files on macbook air

Community support / desktop/iMac computers don't seem to have been replying for a while. To start the conversation again, just ask a new question: Q: When I find something stored in a USB stick inserted using About Mac Storage &gt; This will show the pictures I don't know on this USB because they don't show up in finder view, how do I access them to delete them? Thanks to
iMac, OS X El Capitan (10.11.3), iTunes 12.3 Posted on Jan 27, 2017 1:27 PM Answer I have this question too (56) I have this question too (56) I too page content loaded Jan 27 2017 3:13 p.m.: Weesye response to weesye response to show hidden files, open terminals and run:default write com.apple.finder AppleShowAllFiles TRUEkillall FinderWhen Made hidden files by
running:default write com.apple.finder AppleShowAlls FALSEkillallFile Finder 27 Jan 2017 15:13 PM Helpful Reply (1) Thread Reply - Additional Options Jan 27, 2017 4:34 pm To respond to weesye also find any files... Option or Alt When selecting All Searches January 27, 2017 4:34 PM Reply to Useful Topics - Additional User Profile Options for Users: Weesye Question: Q: How
to delete hidden files Apple is wise to hide some important files so that they can't be edited or accidentally deleted, but this may not be very convenient. Fortunately, Apple also has five completely different ways to expose them all, AppleInsider details how to choose the right technique for you, then how to use it command.com. One move destroyed his pc and fell to a state of
immobility that would not be equal until Windows was launched even today, though, you can do the same now with your Mac if you find the right files to delete - but Apple has hidden them all. It's not a case of Apple protecting us from ourselves as the company just tries to save itself some support lines. No question: Having important system files hidden is a good thing, that is, until
you want to see them back up to fix the problem or do something like the macro of the application that you set up on one drive and need another drive. There are thousands of invisible files on your Mac, but usually the files we're interested in are usually hidden in the Library folder. Without some steps, you won't see this in your account, and within the library there are files from
Apple that your Mac needs to work on, but there are also files from other companies, many developers keep important files in a subfolder of a library called application support, for example, and we recently had a lawsuit that we had to copy from a failed boot drive. The easiest way to find hidden files, remember that most of the hidden things are: So if you can find and go inside,
you're done, and you can, go to the Finder, select the Go menu, go to the folder and type this: ~/Library/ Press Return, or click go and you're taken into the library. The job is done. Now you can find the files you want and do what you want, except that there is a problem with the worm character ~ in what you typed, that's a shortcut that tells macOS to take you to the library of this
Mac and especially the current boot drive. When you want more say that you are like us and you have an external drive that you use to boot. It has its own library file in your account and ~//library will not put you near it. In theory, you should replace the shortcut ~ with the full path, it will be your Mac name/drive/user/username/library, and that shouldn't be difficult, but sometimes it
is. To find the full path to print, open the Finder window, drill down the account depth, and then right-click the folder name in the top bar of the window and you'll see the path. Then you should be able to use the Go menu and type each of those levels as names separated by slashes. Every time it's hard to understand why, because Go is putting us back on a regular basis in
whichever folder we start with. So you can see the time when this is a clear solution. But in case you tend to use the wrong route name, as we seem to have other options. Search search in any Finder window, you can type a search term into the box at the top right. Press Return, and your Mac will find all matches. You can also use the same tool to display hidden or invisible tools.
When you get the first result, even if it is a blank folder that says 0 items, you will get a special bar at the top of the window. Tap on it and you'll get more bars with drop-down options. Restrict searches to invisible or hidden files, the list of options you see varies. You will, though, see other . You can tell finder to search for all the files that are invisible. You need to know the name or
part of the hidden file name you want, and even then, it's still strange. Documents you've hidden will open up a list of Macs like hidden iCloud synchronisation lists as well, but mostly we need a better solution. Strictly visible, say, this is a permanent change, not a semi-permanent one. You enter commands in Mac Terminal, and that is, you can see archives and other invisible files
forever. The problem is that forever for a long time, and it turns out that the Mac hides an incredible number of files. After you get what you want, there is a lot of scrolling by the previously unseen files that you want to go back to the way Apple intended. In this case, you just need another terminal command. To make your Mac display all invisible files, open the default print terminal,
write the AppleShowFiles true com.appleshowAllFiles and press back. Using terminals to display hidden or invisible items, nothing clearly happens immediately and nothing until you restart your Mac, reopen your Finder, or just do the fastest thing - type killall finder in terminal. The Finder window displays previously unseen items when you're seeing them back to the terminal and
now type the default, write the apple.finder AppleShowAllFiles FALSE, then press back, type killall finder bounce again and everything back in the way it is the same Finder window with hidden invisible items. You didn't just show up through curiosity. If all you need is to make a backup to make a secure backup, do that. Use something like Carbon Copy Cloner to make a copy of
Carbon Copy Cloner as a backup utility that you normally click to say you want all these disks to back up to a specific drive. However, you can switch from Copy All Files to copy some files instead. Using Carbon Copy Cloner to view all hidden files or otherwise, when you do so, Carbon Copy Cloner displays all the files on your Mac without determining whether they are hidden.
Each of these is the best option in different situations. To quickly go to the library on your Mac's current boot drive, overcome the Go menu a little. If you're already familiar with the terminal and you're using it for other things, these commands are quick. However, in all cases and all the time, there's this too, since macOS Sierra in 2016 has a shortcut key that you can use whenever
you're in the Finder window, you can hold down Command-Shift and Shift-Period, then press the command-shift-period to show all the invisible files. It's great that Apple gave us these different ways to get to our files, but it's also a good thing they hid a lot in the first place. You're not a new user who tends to drag DS_Store into the trash, but One of us can slip. Delivery
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